
Introduction
This is the report about the concept of the ‘Express Art’. It will tell you about 
different kinds of aspects of this concept. It is developed with the theme of 
‘arrival and departure’ in mind.  It is a concept to be a part of the construction 
site at the Spoorzone Delft for the next couple of years. In this concept travelers 
will be able to use their cell phone to create drawing which will appear on a big 
screen.
The name, “Express Art” is based on three aspects: the train/express, to express 
yourself and the meaning of expres in the Dutch language: on purpose. This 
project is centred around the train station Delft, it is designed for commuters to 
express them self when they take of for work and they cannot participate to this 
project without knowing.



Scenario
The target group for which we have developed the Express Art is the main and 
most frequent users: the commuters. Like is written in our project briefi ng.

Philip is stressed when he arrives at the train station. The train had a delay 
which made him miss his connection to work. Luckily the next one is only 6 
minutes away.
But outside it is cold and noisy due to the construction works, so Philip will 
wait indoors. This is where he spots the screen for the fi rst time. It draws a 
lot of attention and Philip reeds the instructions: the screen is a place to let 
your creative mind go wild. That is something Philip has a connection with. 
What a wonderful way of expressing yourself, this is a relief in this stressfully 
existence. He downloads the application on his phone and goes to the bus. In 
the bus Philip starts drawing but arrives to his work shortly after. He saves the 
drawing for now. Later on the day he will probably have a change to fi nish it.
When Philip goes back home he is reminded to fi nish his drawing when he enters 
the train station. Waiting on the train at the platform he fi nishes the drawing and 
send it to the screen. Right before Philip enters the train he sees his drawing to 
appear at the big screen surrounded by a lot of drawing who where not there this 
morning. By what kind of drawings will mine be surrounded tomorrow?

Media strategy

System description
The system exists out of three parts: creating the drawing, view the newest 
drawings and a history. These parts are well separated from each other. The 
system needs to be as easy as possible. There should not be a lot of action the 
user needs to do before he or she will be able to start drawing.

Smartphone
The majority of the commuters do have a telephone which can access the 
internet, by wi-fi  or 3G-network. With this smartphone (directed by QR-tag, 
Bluetooth-link or manually entered .mobi-address) the user accesses the website. 
On this website runs an easy/basic drawing pad. When he saves the drawing the 
picture is stored in the view-database. Because of the 3G-network the website 



is accessible even when the commuter is not at the train station in Delft and he 
will be able to work on the drawing when he is on the train.

Drawing point
For those who do not have a smartphone or for what ever reason they can not 
access the website there will be a static drawing point located at the train station, 
at the platforms for example. The only functionality of this drawing point is to 
access the website with the drawing pad. With this point every traveler should 
be able to contribute to the project.

Screen
The screen only displays the newest X-number (30-100) of drawings. Once a 
minute or each -fi ve minutes the view-database is read.

Computer
When the view-database is fully renewed or each hour the view-database will be 
copied/exported to the history-database. With this function people at home will 
be able to view older drawings or print them out (for some private collection).

Crossing over
The media crosses over by using the databases. All the media could be seen 
individual, but when using the smartphone the screen will be modifi ed. The 
smartphone as well as the drawing point access the database in a same way, so 
they not really cross over. Each drawing will be different and the usage will be 
individual and not in the context of all the others. All drawing will be combined 
at the screen and only then the modifi cations will be visible. With the computer 
you will also see a combination of drawings but they will not be the same as on 
the big screen and the viewer will not be able to modify them.
So with the computer and the big screen you could see an overview of the data 
but you will not modify it, while with the mobile phone and drawing point you 
could modify the data but will not see an overview.
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Visual style
With the visual style we want to refer to our mission: “We will not take away 
the chaos, but we will try to make it bearable.” 

Logo
For the logo we chose a smiley with a brush. It refers to our mission: 
“We will not take away the chaos, but we will try to make it bearable.” 
The brush hasn’t decided yet whether the smiley will be happy 
or sad. We want people to get active and forget their bad humor. 

Hardware
The hardware will have the regular outdoor furniture look. Metal drawing pole. 
Robust and clean. We’ll use a regular outdoor screen. There’s a chance we’ll 
use the key colors on it, but we’ll decide on that later. The hardware will look 
something like this:

Key Colors
For key colors we have chosen blue with orange accents. The logo for example is 
orange. They are meant to make a contrast with the grey look of the construction 
site. For the font we chose (?). It has a drafty look, makes the logo look nice, 
and represents the kind of user participation that we want: Accessibility, no 
hesitation, not too complicated and fast. 
The color scheme used for the content will initially be Delfts Blauw. By reducing 
the content to  fi ve colors there will be visual coherence. This way it is possible 
to upload any image without too much ‘visual noise’. 
In later stadia of the project, other color schemes can be used. For example 
colors that fi ts the summer, eighties or the beach. 

There will be a website. The function of it will be primarily watching, not 
contributing. The contributing part we’ll leave to the actual travelers. Web site 
will display the current state of the screen and it will have a time slider to show 
the developments on the screen in the past.

Rather empty homepage • 
the screen on it • 
a little teasing text that links to a page with explanation of the project. • 

Two versions of the logo

iPhone with paintpad, drawing point at platform and the big screen

Diferent colors (sumemr, eighties and beach)

The basis colors



Variation 1 (master drawing)
First we start with the option to have a sketch of something on the board in this 
example we use fl owers. When you log on the site with your mobile phone you 
don’t get a blank image but you get a random part of this fl ower. However how 
you color it is up to you. If you get a curve of a leaf you can draw it as if it was 
a slope on a mountain and draw a little skïng person on top of it.

Variation 2.1 (theme seasons)
The second option is a theme based on the season, in December this could be 
Christmas. But Spring, holidays, summer and many other can be used as well.

Variation 2.2 (theme colors)
What would happen if the painter has the ability to use different colors than the 
standard Delfi sh blue? This will probably change the way of painting. Trees will 
be green and the sun yellow (instead of dark blue and light blue)…
And of course is no color limit possible as well, each option should give different 
screen outcomes. And hopefully will keep “the board” interesting for people 
who pass it almost daily.

Variation 3 (predecessor)
Be inspired by your predecessor. When you access the drawing pad on the 
website you will not start with a blank canvas, but with the drawing of the 
person how used the same square before you. You can fully erase the drawing to 
start with a blank canvas, but also modify it by adding or removing things. 

Variation 4 (neighbors)
What would happen if the painter sees a little part of the surrounding squares? 
He probably tries to connect to this drawing and interpret the shapes in there 
own way. Maybe the good interpretation but probably not… 

Variation 1

Variation 2.2

Variation 3 Variation 4



Live updates. • 

Other media that we use, will have the same visual style. Moreover, 
graphics could have a strong visual language instead of the usual 
stock photos. This is to inspire users to make something beautiful 
without spending hours. Examples of strong visual language: 
You can see this in our fl yer. It tries to express something through the visual 
style. Rather then for example the belastingdienst. 

Initiating Express Art
To create awareness for the project we thought of several things
in the fi rst week there should be promotion people on the train station by the 
screen and the drawing point to explain the project.
The promotion people should also hand out fl yers with instructions for the 
people in a rush. In other words, they should spam the crowd.
Because our target group travels by train on a daily base. They only have to be 
made aware once in this week. Furthermore the word should spread among the 
travelers pretty quick.

Spam people
Billboard poster will be next to drawing point, close to screens and on the 
platforms for the fi rst month. Later only to announce a change in theme.
The site should have easy access. Not a diffi cult name, a short url if possible. To 
make it even easier a tag is shown on the poster with an explanation.
The website can also be spread through Bluetooth transmissions.
Keywords: create awareness, spam people, fi rst week promo assistance, spread 
the word, tag and Bluetooth

Variations on the concept
Figure 2 is an example of the interface with the ‘standard’, blank canvas.

With this format there are a lot of variations possible. In fi ve minutes we have 
came up with  these variations:

Posible promotion fl yer/poster

strong visual language


